
THE AMERICAN DREAM

The American Dream is a national ethos of the United States, the set of ideals in which freedom includes the
opportunity.

At the same time, the nation's diverse demographics allows them to test niche products. The two friends
George and Lennie dream of their own piece of land with a ranch , so they can "live off the fatta the lan'" and
just enjoy a better life. After the Depression, many presidents supported the idea of the American Dream as a
pursuit of material benefits. Frontier land was free for the taking. This claim might sound far-fetched given the
cultural climate in the United States today. The spread of settlers into Native American lands, slavery, the
limitation of the vote originally to white male landowners, and a long list of other injustices and challenges
have undermined the realization of the Dream for many who live in the United States. Historically the Dream
originated in the mystique regarding frontier life. The Advantages of the American Dream Achieving the
American Dream requires political and economic freedom, as well as rules of law and private property rights.
One of them explained: The German emigrant comes into a country free from the despotism, privileged orders
and monopolies, intolerable taxes, and constraints in matters of belief and conscience. Do you agree? It
follows that the form in which the possibilities will be realized must always remain to be seen. Long
shorelines and a flat terrain ease transportation. Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin , worried about his
nation's very low birth rate , said he hoped home ownership will inspire Russians "to have more babies". I
dream of that America that fought for me to become who I am today. The novel " The Great Gatsby " best
exemplified this shift. The people should have the right to elect officials to represent them. The virus of
corporate abuse â€” the perverted belief that only corporate profit matters â€” has spread to outsource our
jobs, cut the budgets of our schools, close our libraries, and plague our communities with foreclosures and
unemployment. His Economic Bill of Rights advocated, " Instead, let's return to our Founding Fathers' vision.
According to The Dream, this includes the opportunity for one's children to grow up and receive a good
education and career without artificial barriers. President Woodrow Wilson extended it to women by
supporting the 19th Amendment, giving women the right to vote.


